Speak Up Now!

ENBRIDGE

The State of Michigan just released studies

LINE 5

from industry contractors with proposals to
continue operating this risky pipeline. Your
input is required now to protect the Great

YOUR VOICE

Lakes - this is our best chance yet. Take
action now to submit this comment via text
or our website to the Michigan Department
of Environmental Quality:
“I strongly support decommissioning Line
5 in the Straits of Mackinac. Oil pipelines
present unacceptable risks and do not
belong in the Great Lakes. Other alternatives
to decommissioning are not acceptable.
Enbridge’s Line 5 has already spilled 29 times
and released more than 1 million gallons of
oil and gas products into the environment.
The Straits of Mackinac are the worst place
for an oil pipeline rupture. Michigan should
not put the Great Lakes and our economy at
risk from a catastrophic oil spill.”

ACT
NOW

SUBMIT YOUR COMMENT
OilAndWaterDontMix.org
Or Text

SHUTDOWN
to 231-480-4112

Oil & Water Don’t Mix
A network of:
Over 12,000 citizen supporters
85 Organizations
Over 240 Businesses
11 Native American Tribes
Dozens of counties, cities,
townships, tribes, and faith
communities have issued resolutions
in support of our goal.

OUR GOAL

To stop the flow of oil in the Straits of
Mackinac and to protect the Great Lakes
from the threat of an oil pipeline rupture.
Contact us at
OilAndWaterDontMix.org
cleanwater@oilandwaterdontmix.org
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IS NEEDED TO
PROTECT THE

GREAT
LAKES

A Dangerous Oil
Pipeline Lies in
the Great Lakes
Underneath the crystal blue water of the
Straits of Mackinac lie two 20-inch pipelines
owned and operated by a Canadian-based
oil transport conglomerate, Enbridge Energy.
Each day 23 million gallons of oil pump
through the heart of the Great Lakes within
these pipelines.
For Michiganders familiar with the oil spill
that devastated the Kalamazoo River in July
2010, Enbridge’s failures have hit home.
Their pipeline rupture near Marshall, MI
spilled about one million gallons of heavy tar
sands oil into the Kalamazoo River system
and was the largest and most costly inland
oil spill in American history.
Between 1999 and 2010, Enbridge has been
responsible for 800 spills in North America,
dumping nearly 6.8 million gallons of oil.
This is same the company operating Line 5, a
pipeline in an area of the state that is home
to tribal fishing grounds, drinking water
for millions, shoreline parks, robust Pure
Michigan tourism, and historic Mackinac
Island. This private corporation is putting
at risk our public trust waters and
bottomlands of the Great Lakes.

Extreme currents that were unaccounted for
when installed in 1953 create destabilizing
washouts along the lakebed where Line 5 rests.
These swift and fluctuating currents could flush
any oil spilled at the Straits into both Lakes
Michigan and Huron. Ice conditions in winter
months make oil spill recovery extraordinarily
challenging. The U.S. Coast Guard cannot
respond to any oil spill in the Straits if it is dark,
windy, or if waves exceed 3 feet. Even under
the best of conditions - with no ice - this same
agency estimates that at most 40% of oil could
be recovered in the best-case spill scenario.
National Wildlife Federation reports that
Line 5 has spilled 29 times and released 1.1
million gallons of oil and gas products into
the environment. Eight known violations of
the easement, including 16 spans that exceed
the 75-foot maximum, mean the pipeline is
operating illegally.

“THE WORST
POSSIBLE PLACE
FOR AN OIL SPILL”
David Schwab PhD, Research Scientist,
University of Michigan Water Center

At various times Enbridge has claimed its
automatic shutoff valves would halt the flow
of oil in the Straits
anywhere from
three to eight
minutes
in the
event

of a pipeline rupture. But Coast Guard oil spill
response specialists say Enbridge has never
put these claims to a test involving an oil spill
response exercise.
In the days leading up to the 2010 oil spill
disaster along the Kalamazoo River, Enbridge
testified that its response time to shut off the
oil flow there was 11 minutes. In reality, it took
Enbridge 17 hours to stop the flow of oil from
its ruptured pipeline. For each minute of delay
in response to a Line 5 rupture, thousands of
gallons of oil could enter into the Great Lakes,
causing devastating impacts to the sensitive
ecology of the Straits of Mackinac.

63% of Michigan Voters
Agree:Oil Pipelines Don’t
Belong in the Great Lakes
The importance of the Great Lakes to our
economy and lifestyle is obvious. That’s why
two-thirds of Michigan voters say oil pipelines
do not belong in the Great Lakes. That especially
true with Line 5, built as a shortcut to transport
oil to an Ontario, Canada refinery. It is not vital
to Michigan’s energy economy.

ADD YOUR VOICE NOW
Now is our best chance yet to shut down
the pipeline. Let the Michigan Department
of Environmental Quality know that the
only acceptable way to prevent an oil spill
is to decommission Line 5.

